Genetic algorithms have demonstrated considerable success in providing good solutions to many NP-Hard optimization problems. For such problems, exact algorithms that always find the optimal solution are only useful for small toy problems, so heuristic algorithms such as the genetic algorithm must be used in practice. In this paper, we apply the genetic algorithm to the the NP-Hard problem of Multiple Fault Diagnosis (MFD). We compare a pure genetic algorithm with several variants that include local improvement operators. These operators which are often domain-specific are used to accelerate the genetic algorithm in converging on optimal solutions. Our empirical results indicate that by using the appropriate local improvement operator, the genetic algorithm is able to find an optimal solution in all but a tiny fraction of the cases, and at a speed orders of magnitude faster than exact algorithms.
Introduction
Many traditional optimization algorithms suffer from myopia for highly complex search spaces, leading them to less than desirable performance (both in terms of execution speed and fraction of time they find an optimal solution). When search spaces are particularly irregular, algorithms need to be highly robust in order to avoid getting stuck at local optima. For example, adding a randomization step to a gradient search algorithm can improve its performance. Still, for many large and complex search spaces this may not be enough. Indeed, for the Multiple Fault Diagnosis (MFD) problem (which we examine in this paper), our experiments show that such randomization has little effect. The problem is that in many regions of the search space there is little information to direct the search (e.g., in a flat valley). Consequently, local search algorithms may exhibit less than desirable performance.
A more global search strategy is what is needed. One alternative is to use an exhaustive search algorithm. This will guarantee 100% reliability, i.e., an optimal solution will be found in 100% of the cases. Unfortunately, most interesting discrete optimization problems (e.g., MFD)
are NP-Hard, making such algorithms of value for only small toy problems. Highly reliable heuristics are needed for real-world problems. To handle irregular search spaces, such heuristics should adopt a global strategy and rely heavily on intelligent randomization. Genetic algorithms follow just such a strategy. Following the model of evolution, they establish a population of individuals, where each individual corresponds to a point in the search space. An objective function is applied to each individual to rate their fitness. Using well conceived operators, a next generation is formed based upon the survival of the fittest. Therefore, the evolution of individuals from generation to generation tends to result in fitter individuals, solutions, in the search space. Empirical studies have shown that genetic algorithms do converge on global optima for a large class of NP-Hard problems [Davi91] .
Unfortunately, for the problem we were studying, MFD, the genetic algorithm exhibited lower reliability than our local search algorithm. To achieve higher reliability we simply combined the two algorithms to form a hybrid. This is straightforward to do with genetic algorithms via the introduction of local improvement operators [Gold89] . The nature of our local improvement operators is such that they could be easily adapted to a wide variety of domains (i.e., they are not highly domain-specific).
In the following sections, we introduce several local search -genetic algorithm hybrids.
Experiments show how these hybrids perform, and how the local search schemes perform independently of the genetic algorithm. First, we present the reader with a brief but selfcontained background section that introduces the major cornerstones of our research, namely, the problem of Multiple Fault Diagnosis, the genetic algorithm, and the relative likelihood function.
Of particular importance in using the genetic algorithm (or any search technique) is the method used to evaluate each diagnosis. We adapt the relative likelihood of the Probabilistic Causal Model (PCM) developed by Peng and Reggia [Peng87a, Peng87b] to the genetic algorithm [Pott90a, Pott90b] . A brief description of the PCM is included here, however, the reader is referred to the work of Peng and Reggia for detailed discussions of the motivation and justification for the PCM. This evaluation scheme corresponds to the fitness function for comparing individuals in the genetic algorithm. Following these sections, we present a detailed discussion of our local search algorithms which are variants of our Engineered Conditioning operator [Pott92a] , and then discuss the hybrid genetic algorithm approaches. Finally, we discuss our experiments, including types, setup, results/conclusions, and our future directions for this work.
The Multiple Fault Diagnosis Problem
Diagnosis is the process of determining the correct problem from a collection of problems given a set of symptoms that indicate a problem exists. Common experiences with this process include visits to the physician in order to determine our illness (disease) and visits to our local mechanic to determine the cause (fault) of a poorly operating car. In either case, we report the symptoms of the problem to the diagnostician (physician or mechanic) who determines the most likely cause that best explains these symptoms. In terms of the complexity of determining the correct diagnosis, the diagnostician must find a diagnosis from a set of possible diagnoses. That is, if a total of 10 diseases or faults are being considered where only one of these is the correct one then at most 10 diagnoses will need to be evaluated.
However, in the more typical case where several problems (diseases/faults) may occur simultaneously, the complexity of finding a proper diagnosis increases exponentially with the number of problems. For example, using the 10 problems considered above, the situation changes such that any of the 1024 (i.e., 2 10 ) possible combinations of problems may turn out to be the correct diagnosis.
In medicine as well as electronics and other domains, multiple problem diagnosis, henceforth called Multiple Fault Diagnosis, is the identification of a set of problems (diseases or faulty components) that best corresponds to or explains some observed abnormal behavior (symptoms) [deKl87, deKl90, Peng87a, Reit87] . This type of problem solving is commonly referred to as abductive inference [Char85] , and automating this approach to diagnosis † has been the focus of extensive research efforts [Davi84, deKl87, Gene84, Jose87, Peng87a, Peng87b, Pott90a, Regg83, Reit87, Selm90, Tuhr91, Pott92a].
A closer look at Multiple Fault Diagnosis reveals three major hurdles to be overcome in order to solve a diagnostic problem via a "reasonable" automated solution: (1) the exponentially large number of possible diagnoses, (2) measuring the relative "goodness" of a particular diagnosis, and (3) the search strategy used to find optimal or near-optimal diagnoses. In this discussion, the "most reasonable" solution corresponds to the diagnosis or diagnoses that best explain the observed symptoms. This best explanation is determined and wholly dependent on the calculation of the goodness of a diagnosis. Consider, for example, the small hypothetical situation where we have 20 components in a microwave communications system. In this system, each component may exhibit faulty behavior via a set of, say, 10 alarms or symptoms. Assuming that we have some mechanism for determining the goodness of each of the 2 20 (that's 1,048,576) possible diagnoses, we are now faced with searching this large set of possible solutions to determine which diagnosis is best. The search strategy and the goodness measurement work together to find the best diagnosis. (An intuitive representation for a diagnosis in such a scenario is a 20-bit binary string where each of the 20 components is associated with one of the bit positions, i.e., component i corresponds with bit position i . In a diagnosis, a 0 in a particular bit position means that the corresponding component is not considered to be at fault while a 1 means that this component helps explain some or all of the symptoms.) † Diagnostic systems following this approach to diagnosis apply the "reasoning from first principles" paradigm where a description of some physical system's structure and behavior is maintained and compared to abnormal behavior. This is in sharp contrast to the "experiential" paradigm (e.g., used by the MYCIN expert system [Buch84] ) which is driven by the problem solving rules of thumb or heuristics acquired from a human expert diagnostician [Bour91, Chan91, Reit87] .
The Relative Likelihood Objective Function
One of the leading theories of diagnosis is based on the notion of parsimoniously covering a set of observable symptoms [Regg83, Tuhr91] , that is, finding a minimal set covering (an NPHard problem [Edmo62, Gare79] ), or a set of diseases in a medical domain that explains a given set of symptoms. The fact that a cover is necessary in order to explain the symptoms is intuitively clear but minimality is another matter and, in some typical cases, is inappropriate. In order to overcome this major shortcoming, Peng and Reggia introduced the Probabilistic Causal Model (PCM) [Peng87a, Peng87b] . The PCM integrates "symbolic cause-effect inference with numeric probabilistic inference" to solve Multiple Fault Diagnosis problems.
In their approach, a Multiple Fault Diagnosis problem is characterized as a 4-tuple:
where D is a finite nonempty set of disorders (i.e., diseases or faulty components).
M is a finite nonempty set of manifestations (i.e., symptoms). Figure 2 for an example tendency matrix. 
The first factor,
is the likelihood that disorders in DI cause the manifestations in M + . For diagnoses that do not cover M + , L 1 evaluates to 0 thus forcing L to 0. Unfortunately, this denies any analysis of noncover diagnoses. The second factor,
is the likelihood that disorders in DI do not cause manifestations outside of M + (e.g., in
According to Peng and Reggia, L 2 is "a weight based on manifestations expected with DI but which are actually absent." Ideally, we prefer L 2 values that are close to 1. Unfortunately, this factor denies any analysis of supercover diagnoses. Finally, the third factor,
is the likelihood that a highly probable (very common) disorder d j contributes significantly in the overall likelihood of a diagnosis DI containing d j .
Solution Approaches
One possible (highly inefficient) approach for finding the best diagnosis is to simply generate each of the 2 20 diagnoses, calculate the goodness of each, and report the best one. However, for systems with more than about 25 components (that's over 33.5 million possible diagnoses), this approach becomes infeasible, especially if the system is in an aircraft or spacestation where quick diagnosis followed by corrective action would be crucial. In practice, it is not unusual for a medium-sized system to have upwards of 50 to 75 components, similar to medical domains that have large numbers of diseases or causes to consider [Regg83] . Specialized heuristic search strategies have been proposed as alternatives to the exhaustive search strategy; see for
One general heuristic search method used to attack very hard problems which is receiving increased interest from the AI-community is the Genetic Algorithm [Davi91, Gold89, Holl75] .
This strategy incorporates the determination of a goodness or "likelihood" that a particular diagnosis explains the observable symptoms. Our approach is to use the genetic algorithm to attack the problem of Multiple Fault Diagnosis (to our knowledge, [Pott90a] was the first attempt to use the genetic algorithm for Multiple Fault Diagnosis). In order to improve the reliability of the genetic algorithm, we introduced the Engineered Conditioning operator [Pott92a] . In this paper, we introduce several variations of the Engineered Conditioning operator and show how these variations perform within the genetic search setting, as well as independent of the genetic algorithm.
Genetic Algorithms
Genetic In genetic algorithms, a population is nothing but a collection of "chromosomes" representing possible solutions. These chromosomes are altered or modified using genetic operators through which a new generation is created. This process is repeated a predetermined number of times or until no improvement in the solution to the problem is found.
Encoding Schemes
Originally, the chromosomes (or individuals) in the population were represented as strings of binary digits. Later, other types of representations were experimented with and found to be, depending on the problem to be solved, more convenient. However, bit string representations are still the most commonly used encoding techniques and have been used in many real-world applications of genetic algorithms. Such representations have several advantages: they are simple to create and manipulate, many types of information can be easily encoded, and the genetic operators are easy to apply [Davi91] . Other types of encodings include that of real number representations (e.g., applied to parametric design of aircraft [Bram91] , and network design [Pott92b] ), and ordered list representations (e.g., applied to schedule optimization [Sysw91] ).
Evaluation
The evaluation of a chromosome is done to test its "fitness" as a solution, and is achieved by making use of a mathematical formula known as an objective function. The objective function plays the role of the environment in natural evolution by rating individuals in terms of their fitness. Choosing and formulating an appropriate objective function is crucial to the efficient solution of any given genetic algorithm problem. (When designing an evaluation function for an optimization problem with constraints, penalty functions can be introduced and applied to individuals which violate the imposed constraints.) A more detailed discussion on the specific objective function we use is presented shortly.
Genetic Operators
Genetic operators are used to alter the composition of chromosomes. The fundamental genetic operators, mate selection, crossover and mutation, are used to create children (or individuals in the next generation) that differ from their parents (or individuals in the previous generation). Additional advanced genetic operators have been inspired by knowledge derived from the field of genetics (e.g., inversion dominance, diploidy, and abeyance) [Gold89] . In the following discussion the major operators such as mate selection, crossover and mutation are discussed.
Using the mate selection operator, individual chromosomes are selected according to their fitness which is evaluated using an objective function. This means that a chromosome with a higher fitness value will have a higher probability of contributing one or more chromosomes in the next generation. There are many ways this operator can be implemented. A basic method calls for using a weighted roulette wheel with slots sized according to fitness [Gold89] . Thus, on the roulette wheel the individual with the highest fitness will have a larger slot than the other individuals in the population. Consequently, when the wheel is spun, the best individual will have a higher chance of being selected to contribute to the next generation. Individuals thus selected are further operated on with other genetic operators such as crossover and mutation.
The purpose of the crossover operator is to produce new chromosomes that are distinctly different from their parents, yet retain some of their parents characteristics. There are two important crossover techniques called one-point crossover and two-point crossover. In one-point crossover, two parent chromosomes are interchanged at a randomly selected point thus creating two children. In two-point crossover, two crossover points are selected instead of just one crossover point. The part of the chromosome string between these two points is then swapped to generate two children. Empirical studies have shown that two-point crossover usually provides better randomization than one-point crossover [Gold89] . Other crossover techniques such as Uniform crossover are considered whenever it is found that both one-point and two-point crossover techniques are not combining useful characteristics of chromosomes from the parents. In
Uniform crossover, for each bit position within the new child chromosome, it is decided randomly which parent the child will inherit the bit from. As discussed in [Davi91] , it has been found that Uniform crossover is inferior to two-point crossover in certain instances.
Some of the individuals in the new generation produced by mate selection and crossover are mutated using the mutation operator. The most common form of mutation is to take a bit from a chromosome and alter (i.e., flip) it with some predetermined probability. As mutation rates are very small in natural evolution, the probability with which the mutation operator is applied is set to a very low value and is generally experimented with before this value is fixed.
Genetic Algorithm Formulation for MFD
The genetic algorithm adapted by Potter et al. [Pott90a, Pott90b] to solve the MFD problem is modeled after Goldberg's Simple Genetic Algorithms [Gold89] . Starting with an initial population p 0 and the corresponding fitness values f 0 , the algorithm iterates through several generations, as shown in Figure 1 . Because of the disadvantages mentioned in Section 2.1, the relative likelihood is not wellsuited for direct use with the genetic algorithm or our local search algorithms; however, it is easily adapted [Pott90a] . Doing so allows the search to converge on a global maximum using diagnoses that are not covers (e.g., do not completely explain the manifestations). The reason for this is to allow progress whenever the search space terrain resembles Monument Valley with a generally large flat surface except for occasional very thin high peaks or needle-like structures.
A search strategy may become "lost" in the flat area and never "see" a nearby peak without some broad convergence mechanism. This corresponds to a restricted diagnostic problem where very few covers for the manifestation set exist. With the relative likelihood, all non-cover diagnoses would have a zero likelihood and would provide no search improvement information (from a GA prospective). This situation is avoided by insuring that factor L 1 is never zero. That is, factor L 1 is forced to zero in the relative likelihood whenever the causal associations between some disorder in the diagnosis and symptoms in the manifestation set are equal to zero, but these associations are set to a value very close to zero for use with the GA . Therefore, the differentiating factors become the disorder prior probabilities and the expected but absent manifestations associated with a diagnosis. Also, L 1 changes as more of the manifestations are explained.
Another aspect that aids convergence is associated with factor L 2 . In certain cases using the relative likelihood, L 2 is forced to zero in the event of a redundant or irrelevant cover diagnosis. This occurs primarily when some disorder in a diagnosis has a unit causal association with a manifestation that is not present in the observed manifestation set. Substituting a value very close to one for these situations allows diagnoses to be evaluated and compared in order for the search strategies to converge to a global maximum because factors L 1 and L 2 cause likelihood values to be less than optimal (but not zero) when evaluating non-covers and super-covers, respectively.
As an example, consider the situation where we have a tendency matrix with 15 disorders and 10 manifestations [see Figure 2 ]. Given the observed manifestations
and the diagnosis DI = 001100001001100.
We find that the factors and the adapted relative likelihood, L adapted , of this (optimal) diagnosis are:
Local Search Algorithms
Another category of heuristics that has met with some success in providing good solutions to combinatorial optimization problems is local search algorithms. Local search algorithms work by moving to the next best neighbor in the local solution search space. There are many possible improvements suggested in the literature to enhance this basic strategy, many of which are problem dependent. Since local search algorithms do not guarantee the optimality of the solution, care should be taken when applying these techniques to any specific problem. The advantage of local search algorithms is that they are not combinatorially explosive like exhaustive search algorithms are. The main disadvantage is that they can end up in a local optima where there can be no further improvement to the trial solution. This can happen if a point in the (local) search space is better than all of its neighbors, but a global optima is at some other point farther away from this current point. Other times when the trial solution falls onto a flat plateau, where all the neighboring points have the same value, the search loses its direction.
The Engineered Conditioning Operator (EC )
Engineered Conditioning (EC ) [Pott92a] is a local search scheme that provides the basis for our local search variants, and hybrid genetic algorithms. It can be used as an additional genetic algorithm operator that works together with the fundamental genetic algorithm operators: mate selection, crossover, and mutation. It will function as a local improvement operator, hopefully enhancing convergence toward an optimal MFD diagnosis. The EC operator is somewhat similar to the hill-climbing mutation scheme of [Bram91] except that we condition only the dominant individual in the population at each generation, and we continue to use the other GA operators (selection, crossover, and mutation) without any modifications. From another viewpoint, the EC operator resembles a more traditional optimization strategy, namely, "move to the best adjacent point in the search space." EC uses the diagnoses in the immediate search space vicinity of the fittest individual in the current population (these diagnoses may or may not be in the current population) and compares their strength. The dominant individual acquires the strength and characteristics of any stronger neighbor found during conditioning. Note, the con-ditioning process may or may not improve the fitness of the dominant individual. Although developed as a local improvement operator for the genetic algorithm, the EC operator can also be used by itself to form a local search algorithm via iterative application.
Three local search or "conditioning" tests are performed by the EC operator on a trial solution. These are, in order of application, the superset, substitute, and subset evaluation tests.
These tests look for better diagnoses of greater cardinality, equal cardinality, and lesser cardinality, respectively. These tests are described below.
Superset Test
In the Superset Test, a single scan of the candidate solution (diagnosis) bit vector is made.
If a bit position is off, a check is made to determine whether turning it on will improve the fitness value. If so, the bit is turned on, and the scan continues until the end of the vector is reached. Note that this implies that several bit positions could be turned on in one application of the Superset Test. Still, the complexity of this test is relatively small, as the objective function will be evaluated only a linear number of times, i.e., the complexity is O ( n ). This test works as follows:
Start with a trial diagnosis and its fitness value. For all disorders, if a disorder is not identified, and there exists an association between this disorder and an observed symptom or if the disorder has a prior probability greater than 0.5, then add the disorder to the trial diagnosis; test whether this modified diagnosis explains the given symptom set better than the trial diagnosis (i.e., has a greater fitness); if it is better, make the modified diagnosis the trial diagnosis, move to the next disorder and repeat.
Substitution Test
The Substitute Test tries to find equal cardinality solutions with improved fitness. This test makes a major scan of the bit vector looking for a bit to turn off. Upon finding a bit i that could be turned off, the test begins a minor scan to find a replacement bit j (j ≠ i ) to turn on. If this combination of turning bit i off and bit j on results in higher fitness, the candidate solution is so changed. After the change is made the minor scan is continued to see if a better replacement bit can be found. If so the previous change is overwritten. Once the minor scan completes, the major scan is resumed by incrementing i . Because of the nature of the major scan, several replacements can occur with one application of the Substitute Test. Since there is a minor scan that occurs within a major scan, this test is of quadratic complexity, i.e., O ( n 2 ). This test works as follows:
Start with a trial diagnosis and its fitness value. For all disorders, if there is an identified disorder then remove it, introduce another disorder, and test whether this diagnosis explains the given symptom set better than the trial diagnosis; if it is better, make the modified diagnosis the trial diagnosis, move to the next disorder and repeat.
Subset Test
Finally, the Subset Test is just the flip side of the Superset Test. A single scan is made looking for bits to turn off. A bit which is currently on is turned off if doing so improves the fitness value of the candidate solution. Since a complete scan is made, several bits could possibly be turned off, but as with the Superset Test the complexity is linear. This test works as follows:
Start with a trial diagnosis and its fitness value. For all disorders, if a disorder is identified, then eliminate it from the trial diagnosis, and test whether this modified diagnosis explains the given symptom set better than the trial diagnosis; if it is better, make the modified diagnosis the trial diagnosis, move to the next disorder and repeat.
The Engineered Conditioning Local Search Algorithm (EC * )
As mentioned before, the EC operator can be used as the basic move generation mechanism within a complete local search algorithm. Within this algorithm, the EC operator is iteratively applied to improve the current best diagnosis until there is no further improvement. If the search space is unimodal with no flat portions, then this algorithm will produce the globally optimal solution. However, as is evident in Figure 3 , the surface to be searched for MFD problems may not be nearly so regular. Consequently, one would expect EC * to get stuck in local optima and to get lost in flat areas. Because of the strength of the combination of the three tests making up EC , we believe that it has some immunity to these pitfalls. Indeed, its performance is much better than a simple greedy algorithm which would begin with an empty diagnosis and add disorders until there is no further improvement (see [Pott90b, Weyr90] ). Such a greedy algorithm would be tantamount to basing the EC operator solely in the superset test.
The EC * Local Search Algorithm works as follows:
Start with an initial diagnosis where there are no disorders identified and make this the first trial solution. Apply the EC operator to the trial solution to form a new solution. If the new solution is better than the trial solution, replace the trial solution with the new solution and go to step 2; otherwise terminate (since no further improvement is possible).
The Engineered 2 Conditioning Local Search Algorithm (E 2 C* )
Encouraged by the success of the EC operator, we decided to construct a test that would increase the "vision" of the EC operator. We felt that increasing what the operator considered its neighborhood to be would enhance the reliability of the operator. In this way, the operator would be able to jump off of a local optima onto a neighboring slope some distance away. The farther the operator can jump, the greater reliability it will exhibit. Unfortunately, if we do not limit the global vision, we will be left with the equivalent of an exhaustive search with its unacceptably slow execution time. Therefore, to maintain some of the efficiency of the EC operator, we chose to simply replace the substitution test with a double substitution test to form a new operator called E 2 C . Because of this change, the E 2 C operator looks more deeply into the search space and evaluates more points than the EC operator evaluates. This should enable the E 2 C operator to be more successful in the sense that it should encounter more optimal solutions more consistently than EC . The increase in the number of evaluations causes this algorithm to be computationally more expensive than EC . In particular, since scans are made for two outgoing bits to be replaced by two incoming bits, the double substitution test is of quartic complexity, i.e., O ( n 4 ). The double substitution test works as follows:
For all disorders, remove two identified disorders, add two other disorders, and test whether this diagnosis explains the given symptom set better than the trial diagnosis; if it is better, make the modified diagnosis the trial diagnosis, move to the next disorder and repeat.
The other two tests in the EC operator, supertest and subset, are retained in E 2 C .
As was done before with EC , the new operator can be applied iteratively to form a complete local search algorithm, which we call E 2 C * . Within this algorithm, E 2 C is applied repeatedly until the diagnosis converges on a value (i.e., no further improvement is found). The E 2 C * algorithm works just like EC * , except that the ordinary substitution test is replaced with the double substitution test. As previously mentioned, this algorithm is still prone to the problems of local search, namely local optima and plateaus, but these problems are somewhat alleviated by the improved vision of double substitution (at a cost of increased computation time).
Hybrid Algorithms
Hybrid algorithms are combinations of two or more different algorithms. In this section,
we discuss a variety of ways in which we have coupled genetic algorithms with local search algorithms to form hybrids. Alternatively, one can view this as simply adding local improvement operators, based on the local search algorithms, to the genetic algorithm.
The motivation and incentive for designing and implementing hybrid algorithms is to improve the solutions obtained by using either of the heuristic algorithms alone. The reason for combining the Genetic Algorithm (GA ) with a local search algorithm is that they compliment each other. The local search algorithm will try to optimize locally, while the genetic algorithm will try to optimize globally. In other words, the resulting hybrid scheme produces improved reliability by exploiting the "global" nature of the genetic algorithm as well as the "local" improvement capabilities of the Engineered Conditioning operators. The local search operators used in this study to create hybrid algorithms are Engineered Conditioning (EC ), and
Readers interested in other schemes to improve GA search are directed to case studies using greedy crossover, post-evaluation, edge recombination, and other forms of local improvement. The greedy crossover operator has been shown to improve genetic algorithm results when applied to Job Shop Scheduling, Set Covering, and Traveling Salesman Problems [Liep87, Liep90] . In addition, edge recombination [Whit89] and local improvement [Jog89] have been proposed to improve Traveling Salesman Problem results. The post-evaluation scheme has been shown to be effective at improving results of Set Covering type problems such as Multiple Fault Diagnosis [Liep91, Pott90a, Pott90b] . Post-evaluation (the predecessor of our Engineered Conditioning operator) is a process applied to the final GA produced solution, and has no direct relationship to the internal workings of the GA . In addition, the post-evaluation scheme has been shown to produce reliability results that are well below results achieved with the EC operator (but, still better than the standard GA alone).
Engineered Conditioning -GA Hybrid (EC −GA )
The EC −GA hybrid algorithm was developed by Potter [Pott92a] to achieve higher reliability in solving MFD problems. The local improvement offered by the EC operator is used to improve the diagnosis obtained from the global searching of the genetic algorithm. This hybrid algorithm works as follows: Run the genetic algorithm as shown in Figure 1 , but after each generation remove the fittest individual, apply the EC operator to this individual, and introduce the hopefully improved individual back into the population. Similar types of hybridization have been used in the past when designing new genetic operators [Davi91] , when adding local improvement methods [Jog89] , and when incorporating problem specific knowledge [Gref87] .
Typically, these hybridization techniques are very much problem specific and care should be taken when enhancing genetic algorithms so as not to harm the benefits offered by genetic algorithms [Gold89] . The EC operator is generic enough to be applicable in a variety of domains.
Engineered Conditioning Twice -GA Hybrid (EC 2 −GA )
In this variation of the EC −GA hybrid, the motivation stems from the somewhat successful operation of the EC * algorithm. The main idea behind the EC 2 −GA hybrid is that if the EC operator is applied twice after applying the standard GA operators, then hopefully additional local improvement can be obtained after each generation.
Phased-In Engineered Conditioning -GA Hybrid (pEC −GA )
One of the problems with the overuse of local improvement operators is that in the early stages of GA evolution, these operators have the potential to destroy the randomness of the population. This early reduction in diversity can possibly lead to premature convergence and result in overall poor performance. Therefore, the phased-in variant, pEC −GA , reduces the chances of applying the EC operator in early generations. In particular, the EC operator is applied only when the following condition is satisfied:
The value of Random () is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, and the parameter Threshold is adjustable (e.g., if Threshold = 4, then EC is guaranteed to be applied during the fourth generation and each generation thereafter, while the probabilities of application in the first 3 generations are 1/16, 1/4, 9/16, respectively). This variant may be more computationally efficient since in many cases the application of the EC operator is skipped.
Engineered 2 Conditioning -GA Hybrid (E
Because of the success of the E 2 C * local search algorithm (which uses double substitution)
in generating reliable diagnoses consistently in our test problems (see Table 1 ), it was decided that the E 2 C operator should be used as a local improvement operator for the genetic algorithm.
As with the other hybrids, when a new generation is created the fittest individual is removed, modified, and then re-introduced into the evolutionary process. With the EC operator, one is able to produce a better diagnosis by going to a neighbor in the search space, while with the EC 2 operator (applying EC twice), one is able to move to a better neighbor and then move to an even better neighbor. A problem occurs when there is a valley around the current solution point; there are no immediate neighbors of higher quality, yet the neighbors of the neighbors are of higher quality. Unfortunately, even though the EC 2 operator can take two steps, it cannot get to these higher quality neighbors because in order to do so it would have to first step down. The E 2 C scheme remedies this situation since it can step over immediate neighbors. Consequently, it should be less prone to getting stuck at local optima, and thus obtain superior solutions.
Empirical Comparisons
Many experiments were conducted to test the reliabilities of the various algorithms presented in this paper. Given a problem, consisting of a tendency matrix of symptom-disorder associations, a vector of prior probabilities for disorders, and a current symptom set, an exhaustive algorithm is run (see [Pott90b] ). Then the genetic algorithm of Figure 1 , the local search algorithms of Section 4, and the hybrid algorithms of Section 5 are all run. The best solution found by each of the heuristic algorithms is compared to the globally optimal solution found with the exhaustive algorithm to determine a percentage reliability for each heuristic (i.e., the percentage of the cases in which they find the globally optimal solution out of either 1023 trials or 4095 trials, depending on the experiment setup).
The complexity of a diagnosis problem is determined by the size of the tendency matrix. A tendency matrix of size m × n associates m symptoms and n disorders, and if the globally optimal solution is required then the best known algorithm (e.g., exhaustive search) is O ( 2 n ).
(All the tendency matrices used in these experiments were generated randomly, but can be replaced by exact values when used for real-world problems.)
To test how the reliabilities of the heuristic algorithms are affected by the size of the problem, the following tendency matrix sizes are used in the experiments:
Size: 10x10, 10x12, 10x15, 10x20, 12x10, 12x12, 12x15, 12x20
A second characteristic of the tendency matrix was also varied in these experiments, namely the density of the matrix. 24 experiments (see Table 1 ) were conducted using the algorithms. In each experiment, the best diagnoses are found for all possible non-empty symptom subsets (a total of 2 m − 1 diagnostic trials per experiment). For a given experiment (one of the 24), when the genetic algorithm or one of the hybrid GA algorithms is run, it is actually run 10 times with varying population sizes (ranging from 50 to 140 in increments of 10). This is done to analyze the effects of the size of the population on the reliabilities of these algorithms. In all, approximately 3.2 million diagnostic trials support the results presented in Table 1 . Table 1 contains (some of) the reliability results obtained in this study; it shows the reliability of each algorithm for each combination of matrix size and density. In addition, four bar graphs comparing the reliabilities are shown in Chart 1. These charts summarize the reliabilities of the m × 10, m × 12, m × 15, and m × 20 data from Table 1 by simply averaging the table   values . Note, for a 10 × n matrix problem, a reliability of 99% indicates that the heuristic algorithm actually found the globally optimal solution in more than 1013 cases out of 1023. For a 12 × n matrix problem, a reliability of 99% indicates that the heuristic algorithm actually found the globally optimal solution in more than 4055 cases out of 4095. the other hand, the reliabilities of EC 2 −GA indicate that taking a second relatively small step does not help very much. What is needed is one bigger step.
5. The E 2 C * algorithm does just this; it can take a larger step in the search space by flipping more bits simultaneously. E 2 C * is better than the other methods (except the hybrid E 2 C −GA ), and provides highly reliable solutions for all the test cases. This improvement can be attributed to the more vigorous hopping in the search space (in other words, to the improved global vision) of the E 2 C operator.
6. The E 2 C −GA hybrid is found to be the best of all methods tested and in several cases the reliabilities are 100%! Furthermore, in all but one of the cases, the reliabilities are greater than 99%. Unfortunately, E 2 C −GA (and to a lesser extent E 2 C * ) suffer from relatively slow execution times, since the E 2 C operator is of quartic complexity. Still, their execution times are orders of magnitude less than exhaustive algorithms, that is, measured with minutes to hours rather than months to years. 7. Although no actual statistics are reported here, when ranking execution speeds of the algorithms we obtain the following ordering: EC * , EC −GA , GA , pEC −GA , EC 2 −GA , E 2 C * , and E 2 C −GA .
8. Finally, combining high reliability and fast execution speed, the EC operator offers the best compromise when used either independently or within the genetic algorithm. Expectations are that the EC −GA would surpass the EC * as the size of the search space increased (this is currently under investigation) because of the more robust search provided by the GA portion.
In the future, we plan to generalize our local improvement operators into a systematic family of parameterizable operators. The implementation of the E 2 C operator originated from an idea to develop a general k-hop operator for MFD problems. This proposed k-hop operator will be able to hop (or move) to a point which is k-hops away from the given point in an ndimensional search space (hypercube). The advantages of the k-hop operator are expected to result from improved global vision as k gets larger.
If k is equal to 1, then the Hyper-Conditioning (HC) operator, as we call it, can move from the current point to any of n immediately adjacent neighbors. This corresponds to changing 1 bit in the gray code, i.e., the two points must be at a Hamming distance of 1. Consequently, the complexity of the HC operator is linear. For example, in a 4-dimensional hypercube the point (or node) 1 0 0 1 has the following 4 neighbors: 1 1 0 1, 1 0 1 0, 0 0 0 1, and 1 0 0 0. Note that the first two points could be found by the superset test, while the last two could be found by the subset test.
For k greater than 1, the H k C operator can move to neighbors at a Hamming distance of k, so that the complexity of H k C is O ( ( k n ) ).
Thus when k = 2 the complexity is quadratic, when k = 3 its cubic, etc. If one designs an algorithm that allows k to range from n downto 1, the reliability will be guaranteed to be 100%, i.e., the algorithm will be exact (not heuristic). By the Binomial Theorem, the complexity of this algorithm will be O ( 2 n ). Although such an algorithm would be of little practical use, the idea of selecting a set of values for k, e.g., {4, 2, 1}, is quite useful. Making such a selection will be dependent on the size of the problem, the level of reliability desired, and on any applicable time constraints. A tradeoff between execution time and reliability is provided; the higher the value of k the greater the reliability at the cost of increased execution time.
